Exercices - by Malaguti, Enrico
Exercise 1
A shipping company must load m trucks m = 1, . . . ,M so as to serve a given set of customers.
Trucks can be loaded with n pallets n = 1, . . . , N , the j−th of which has a weight wj and a profit
pj. The i−th truck has a fixed cost of utilization Ci and a weight capacity Bi. The company wants
to load some of pallets on trucks so as to maximize the sum of the profits of loaded pallet minus the
sum of the costs of the used trucks.
1. Define a “descriptive” ILP model in which there are, among others, binary variables that tell
if a given pallet is loaded on a specific truck;
2. Define an ILP model with a variable associated with each possible loading of pallets in each
truck;
3. For the model at point 2), define an ILP model for the column generation problem associated
with generic truck variables;
4. Discuss how the problem is simplified when the costs and capacities of all trucks are equal.
Exercise 2
A salesman must travel from one city to another while maximizing the difference between profit
related to the visit of intermediate cities and costs related to travel, with the constraint that the
total duration of the trip does not exceed a given time T . The road network is described by a directed
complete graph G = (V,A) with n vertices V = {1, ..., N}, where 1 represents the departure city and
N the arrival city. For each arc (i, j) ∈ A, the travel time t(i,j) and the cost c(i,j) are given, and, for
each vertex i ∈ V \ {1, n}, it is specified the profit pi if the vertex is visited.
1. Define an ILP model for the problem;
2. For the model at point 1), define an ILP model for the separation of constraints whose number
is exponential in n;
3. Consider the variant of the problem in which you have to determine m paths, instead of one,
all from starting from vertex 1 and ending in vertex N , and such that the duration of each
path is no longer than T . Each vertex in V \ {1, n} can be visited by at most one path, in
which case profit pi is earned.
Define a “descriptive” ILP model for the problem.
In addition, define an ILP model with one variable for each possible path, and define an ILP
model for the column generation problem associated with the latter model.
Exercise 3
In a production plant the problem is to decide the assignment of n jobs {1, . . . , n} to m machines
{1, . . . ,M}. In particular, production constraints require that each job j is processed by pj by
machines and each machine performs no more than qi jobs. Assuming the cost cij for processing job
j by machine i is known, the problem is to determine the feasible job assignment of minimum total
cost.
1. Define an ILP model for the problem, with binary variables defining the assignment of a job
to a machine;
2. Define an ILP model for the problem with one variable for each possible assignment of jobs to
a machine;
3. For the model at point 2), define an ILP model for the column generation problem associated
with a generic machine variables, and give a simple algorithm to solve it to optimality;
4. Discuss the changes to the previous points for the variant in which each job j must be performed
by a single machine (i.e. pj = 1), has run time tij on machine i, and each machine i can process
jobs for a time not exceeding Ti.
Exercise 4
A company wants to organize English lectures for its employees, identified by set {1, ..., n}. Since
the initial proficiency of employees is variable, the company has decided to divide them into classes,
with the aim of minimizing the number of classes and the constraint that each class contains at most
k employees. Moreover, there is a list L of employees and the additional constraint that for each
pair on the list, the two corresponding employees cannot be in the same class, because their initial
proficiencies are significantly different.
1. Define an ILP model for the problem, with binary variables indicating if a given employee is
assigned to a class;
2. Define an ILP model for the problem with one variable for each possible assignment of employees
to a class;
3. For the model at point 2), define an ILP model for the column generation problem;
4. Discuss possible models for the variant of the problem in which, once the minimum number
of required classes is defined, one wants to minimize the difference between the number of
employees in the largest class, and the number in the smallest class.
Exercise 5
In the design of a database queries (requests) are known in advance, and you have to define
indexes to speed up the execution time of the queries. Let {1, . . . , N} be the set of indices that
can be defined and {1, . . . ,m} the set of queries. Each query must be answered through an index
j chosen among those which have been defined, and the corresponding time is tij. In addition, the
index j, if defined, requires a maintenance time uj and uses dj units of disk space. You have to
decide which set of indexes to build and with which index answer any query, so as to minimize the
sum of the response times and maintenance, while ensuring that the disk space used by the defined
indexes does not exceed b.
1. Determine a descriptive ILP model using, among others, binary variables that tell whether a
certain query is answered by a certain index;
2. Define an ILP model for the problem with one variable for each possible assignment of queries
to an index;
3. For the model at point 2), define an ILP model for the column generation problem associated
with a generic index j;
4. Discuss how the previous models change when each query also has a frequency fi, and the sum
of the frequencies of the queries associated with an index j cannot be larger than gj.
Exercise 6
A transportation company wants to organize deliveries to a set {1, . . . , n} of customers located
in a road network, represented by a complete directed graph G = (V,A) with V = {1, . . . , N}.
For organizational purposes, the company decides to partition the customers in m disjoint circuits,
each containing exactly k customers (assume n = mk). Each customer is contained in exactly one
circuit, and there is no central depot, assuming one vehicle serves the customers of each circuit, and
it is parked at one of the customers served. Denoting by cij the cost arc (i, j), the objective is the
minimization of the total cost of the circuits.
1. Define an ILP model for the problem, with variables having one index indicating the circuit;
2. Define an ILP model for the separation problem of constraints in exponential number, and
associated with a generic circuit h;
3. Define an ILP model for the problem with one variable for each circuit;
4. For the model at point 3), define an ILP model for the column generation problem.
